
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE HONORABLE EARL WARREN, CHIEF JUSTICE-OF THE- . 
UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT AND CHAIRMAN OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION 
ON THE ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY 

The Warren Report states that a bullet 
traversed President Kennedy's neck on ce Ae “y 
this path medical artist 
and then struck Governor Comally, 
inflicting all his wounds. 

But the FBI reported on December 9, 1963 - THomest (CE 377 f’ 4S) 
and again on January 13, 1964 that the keteh : 
bullet entered some inches below the ssere 
collar, penetrating only a finger's 
length, and did not exit from the body. 
Although FBI spokesmen now state that: J jeeak -——> Boke 
the FBI reports were erroneous, the 
autopsy sketch 
the holes in the coat and shirt | s> (Excerpt, report — C& 201 
and the testimony of at least of Glen Benne 
two eyewitnesses 

support the accuracy of the FBI | ; . 
description of the wound. > apt... + staimony 

GS, Pre . 
Commander, Humes and Colonel Finck, autopsy 
surgeons, have refused to comment on this 
crucial discrepancy. 

We appeal to you to produce the photographs 
and x-rays taken during the autopsy performed 
-on the!'President's body so that we may know 
by the evidence of our own eyes where the 
wound was situated, and thus whether there 
might have been more than one assassin. 

we, the undersigned, intend to use all resources at our command to determine 
what really happened in Dallas on November 22-24, 1963. We serve notice 
that we intend to uncover the whole truth, wherever it may lead, regardless 
of personal cost or risk. We appeal to all witnesses and citizens who 
can throw light on those events to come forward and help us in the search 
for the full facts. 

Vincent J. Salandria Marjorie Field Joseph Lobenthal 
M. 5S. Arnoni Sylvia Meagher David Lifton 
Thomas Stamm Edward Epstein Norma Aitchison. 
Jones Harris Ray Marcus William O'Connell 
Isabel L. Davis William Crehan Penn Jones Jr. 
Shirley Martin Leo Sauvage Murray Kempton 
Dwight MacDonald Harold Weisberg Sylvan Fox 
Richard Rovere Richard Dudman Staughton tynd 
etc, etc. . etc. 

Coal H. Weelt Veg Scbunrte 


